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Following the model year, the Mark VIII was discontinued without replacement, remaining the
last model of the Lincoln Mark series. Design work began in and was oriented toward
evolutionary changes. By , Lincoln designers emphasized interior design, as ordered by then
Ford design director Dave Rees. This was done to further develop a more precise product to
accommodate the use of a DOHC modular engine, using the upcoming MN12 platform due to be
launched in December Having seen designs of upcoming models from competitors, Ford
ordered a radical redesign, a departure from any previous Lincolns, while retaining styling cues.
By November , under Ford designer Kyu Kim, Ford presented a design named "Stretch I",
featuring scalloped sides, full length taillights, the spare-tire hump, waterfall grille, small
c-pillars, a full length headlight setup, two air-inlets on the front bumper, taillights that flowed
upward on the sides rather than downward on the production car â€” and devoid of chrome. A
clay mockup of Stretch I was finalized within four weeks. Appalled by the design, the executives
ordered several changes to the exterior. As a result, "Stretch II" was created during early , by
adding chrome in several places and moderately revising the front and rear end treatments.
Stretch II represented about 70 percent of the finished product, with details revised up to mid
FN prototype mules in modified Ford Thunderbird and Mercury Cougar bodies began
road-testing in Full-body prototypes later commenced road-testing in the first half of In
February , launch was delayed by 6 months to December The car also had a wheelbase of The
Mark VIII featured a unibody construction with a high-strength roof, [8] heavy-gauge steel door
beams to protect against side impacts, front and rear crumple zones , dual front-side airbags
and four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes. The Mark VIII featured a short-long arm SLA four-wheel
independent suspension with front and rear stabilizer bars and a standard computer-controlled
air suspension with sensors to automatically lower the ride height at high speed, enhancing the
car's aerodynamics. The engine was the first of its kind in Ford's Modular engine family. The 4.
Handling the V8's power was the 4R70W 4-speed automatic transmission with overdrive. A
retuned version of the standard 4. The LSC featured unique body colors, distinct rear decklid
badging, perforated leather seat inserts, and floor mats. The bright chrome inserts normally
found in the body-side moulding and bumper on the Mark VIII were replaced with monochrome
body color inserts on the LSC. It featured "Diamond Anniversary" badging, leather seats,
voice-activated cellular phone, JBL audio system, auto electrochromatic dimming mirror with
compass, and traction control. Development of an updated FN began in , with a design freeze
occurring in November The first prototypes were built in September , testing into mid In the fall
of , the Mark VIII received a significant facelift since its debut, featuring smoother, more
rounded front and rear fascias and a larger grille. The car's hood was now aluminum versus
plastic before and the trunk carried a more subtle version of the "spare tire hump" associated
with earlier Mark Series cars. HID headlamps became standard and were placed in larger
housings compared to earlier models. A neon brake light ran across the rear decklid. Side
mirrors now came with puddle lamps, which, upon unlocking the doors, illuminated the ground
for the driver and passengers to see when entering the car. The side-view mirror housings also
incorporated flashing LED turn signal lamps to warn other drivers of an intended lane change or
turn. The interior included 'theater lighting', which softly illuminated the driver's controls and
handles. Some of the internal components of the 4R70W automatic transmission were
reinforced for greater durability and reliability in late models and all models. LSC models had
firmer shocks and larger stabilizer bars for even better handling and control. All-speed traction
control was now standard, and could be deactivated via the onboard systems status computer
when desired. Mark VIII production ended with the model year. The last one rolled off the
assembly line on June 9, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Main article: Lincoln Mark
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Ford FN platform. Lincoln Mark VII. Town Car. Personal luxury car. Continental Mark VI.
Continental Mark VII. Compact CUV. Mid-size SUV. Pickup truck. Mark LT. Available styles
include 2dr Coupe. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid

for the Used Lincoln Mark VIII. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. There is a memory feature for the seats and outside mirrors. Read more. Write a
review See all 26 reviews. It has never left me stranded, repairs and maintenance are very
affordable and fuel mileage is reasonable for a RWD V-8 coupe. Still a great, reliable,
comfortable car. The reality of these cars is they are a luxury car and they are now old, as such
things will start to break. If you are keeping one long term I recommend changing over to a
coilover suspension as the air ride is very expensive to keep up. I also recommend the J mod
for the transmission which will improve the life of the transmission as well as shift points. Also I
recommend joining the Lincoln Vs. Cadillac forum and the Lincoln Mark VIII enthusiast
community on facebook as they will provide much needed advice and point you towards parts
which grow more and more scarce. Read less. I've had two mark VIII's in my life. I haven't had a
big problem with either car. My 94 i picked up for a and i literally have not had to replace
anything besides brakes and tires. This is my first Mark that I have purchased. I would suggest
this car to anyone looking for performance, value, and sporty. There are some issues to
contend with such as the terrible headlights that burn the reflective material inside the lights,
and the cracking of the buttons on the climate control. The only other complaint is finding parts
for this car. Thanks eBay Other than those issues, this car has been reliable, fun to drive, and
depending on your driving habits can be quite fuel efficient. I have seen 30 mpg on a long
highway ride! The air suspension makes this car ride like a foreign car, and the power is just
incredible. This was the Hot Rod of it day! Great Car!!! A six speed tranny would help over the 4
speed! I wish I had a dozen of them!! Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sign Up.
Following a hiatus, the Mark series was relaunched in by Lincoln-Mercury; six further
generations were produced through Serving as the flagship of Ford Motor Company, the Mark
series has primarily been produced as a two-door coupe other body styles have been offered
through its production. With the exception of the nearly hand-built Continental Mark II, the
model line has shared chassis underpinnings with other Ford vehicles, styled with their own
interior and exterior body panels notably the use of continental tire trunklids associated with
the brand. From to , Lincoln used an "MK" prefix for its sedans phased out in favor of
conventional names or dropped altogether. Before there were series of "Continental Mark",
"Lincoln Mark", or "Lincoln MK" models, there were various models built by the Ford
organization employing the name "Continental". These began in the s with a one-off car, a
custom personal car that ended up serving the function of a concept car , which Edsel Ford
directed his designers to create. It began with the existing design of the Lincoln-Zephyr and was
modified extensively. It was called the "Continental" because it was meant to capture an
essence of Continental European luxury. This first car led to a production model, the first of the
" Lincoln Continental " series, which was built from to At the time work had begun on the first
Continental coupe, Lincoln had previously cancelled the Lincoln K-series coupes, sedans, and
limousines, and produced the very limited Lincoln Custom limousine, along with the smaller
Lincoln-Zephyr coupes and sedans. Ford wanted to revive the popularity of the â€” Lincoln
Victoria coupe and convertible but with a more modern approach, reflecting European styling
influences for the Continental. In , Ford Motor Company chose to introduce a new personal
luxury car as a successor to the pre-war Lincoln Continental. As it was to be one of the most
exclusive and expensive automobiles in the world, Ford chose to create a stand-alone division
above Lincoln. The new Continental Mark II of the Continental Division adopted a naming
convention of "mark number", also meaning "version number" or "model number"; while used
in the European automotive industry, this was also used to identify versions of artillery, tanks,
naval vessels, and aircraft, as demonstrated with the Jaguar Mark 1. The name was thus
equivalent in original meaning to simply "Continental, version 2" or "Continental, model B",
although the name "Mark" later took on a brand -like feel of its own in the minds of many
customers, which later branding efforts then expanded upon. In July , the Continental Division
was integrated into the Lincoln-Mercury Division, which managed the Continental as a separate
marque above Lincoln within the division. For , Lincoln was pared down to a single model line.
The Continental name was suspended as a marque as the Mark series vehicles were
discontinued and Continental became the sole Lincoln model name. While sharing little to no
common bodywork, the Mark series would share much of its underpinnings with the Ford

Thunderbird for most of its entire production run from to The Mark II was available only as a
two-door hardtop coupe. The new model eschewed chrome-laden styling of the period. Its
understated design evoked a European simplicity of line. Four-door and convertible versions
were explored by Ford, but not developed. Most of the car was hand-built to high standards,
including multiple coats of paint hand-sanded down, double-lacquered, and polished. All Mark
IIs were equipped with power steering, power brakes, power windows, automatic transmission,
motorized radio and antenna, as well as a luxurious interior of imported Scottish, Bridge of Weir
leather. The only option available was air conditioning. The models had small "scoops" for air
intake located on the upper rear fenders. Cool air from the trunk-mounted evaporator coil
entered the passenger compartment from four vent registers located in the corners of the roof
headliner. Following the cancellation of the Continental Mark II coupe at the end of the model
year, Ford Motor Company sought for ways to improve the profitability of its flagship model
line. After the Continental Division was absorbed by Lincoln-Mercury in July , the Continental
name was used as Ford's top level marque, sharing bodystyles with Lincoln-branded vehicles.
This was done to position Continental-branded vehicles against top-level Cadillacs and
Imperials. In order to distinguish the Continental from Lincolns, stylists gave the vehicle its own
roofline. Featuring a reverse-slanted retractable rear window, called "Breezeway", it was
featured in all Continental-branded models including convertibles. While far easier to produce,
the Mark III was still advanced for the time. Continentals were still available with air
conditioning, this time with dashboard-mounted vents. For the first time, FM radio joined AM
radio as an option. Another feature was "Auto Lube"; as long as the owner kept the oil reservoir
full, the car automatically lubricated itself. To increase rear-seat room, the retractable rear
window was replaced by a standard-slant window. Limousine models were distinguished by the
use of a rear-seat partition. Other features included dual air-conditioning units and a padded
vinyl top. Both models were only available painted in black. For , the Mark V was given a minor
styling update, with a larger grille and new " dagmar bumpers ". In terms of standard production
sedans without an extended wheelbase, the â€” Lincolns are some of the largest automobiles
ever made. This particular car was owned by the Lao royal family. The Mark III was based on the
four-door Thunderbird platform, [6] which was first introduced for It joined the larger Lincoln
Continental 2-door sedan. The Mark III competed with Cadillac's front-wheel-drive Eldorado and
Imperial Crown Coupe , which bowed for the model year and held the upper rung in the personal
luxury car market. Distinguishing features included a prominent grille, hidden headlights, and a
Continental spare tire hump in the decklid. A Cartier dash clock was introduced in December
The model introduced a technical innovation - it was the first American-made vehicle with radial
tires as standard equipment. The model year cars included the formerly optional vinyl roof and
Sure-Track anti-lock braking system. The interior wood trim was upgraded to genuine walnut
wood trim all models featured either East India Rosewood or English Oak wood appliques
depending on the interior color. The Continental lettering on the decklid was bolted on instead
of glued on for The seat and door trim pattern was changed to a simpler design instead of the
diamond-pattern, button-tufted design of Also new were a locking steering column, a
rim-blow-horn steering wheel, map light off delay device, concealed electric windshield wipers
with adjustable intermittent feature, and a three-point restraint system for front outboard
occupants. The model year cars received tinted windows, and an automatic climate control.
High-back Twin Comfort lounge seats with two-way power controls were also new. The Mark IV
carried over many design themes of the Mark III including the grille and faux spare tire trunk lid,
and grew both longer and wider â€” sharing its platform with the Ford Thunderbird. In , Lincoln
introduced the small oval windows, marketed as opera windows , at the roof rear quarters. It
was the heaviest series of all generations. Beginning in special Luxury Group packages were
offered in various paint, roof, and interior color schemes from year to year. The Silver Luxury
Group for included Silver "Moondust" metallic paint with a matching silver grained vinyl roof
and a silver leather interior. Or, if the buyer preferred a color contrast, Cranberry deep red
velour or leather interior trim was available. Beginning with the model year, the Mark IV was
available with four unique "designer editions". The names of three famous clothing designers
and one jewelry designer, were available with four exclusive color combinations. Interior seat
designs were basically carried over from the "luxury group" options but featured unique color
combinations. The designer names were: Cartier , the French jewelry and fragrance designer,
Bill Blass , the American designer, Givenchy , a French clothing designer, and Emilio Pucci , an
Italian clothing and accessories designer. The name of the chosen package was embedded in
the opera window of the car and also on the dashboard above or near the glovebox. The exterior
and interior color combinations changed with each model year. The Bill Blass edition remained
with the Mark series through while the others were not available after the model year Emilio
Pucci , model year Givenchy , and model year Cartier. Lincoln used designer editions for other

models, as well. The through Town Car and the through Continental sedan. The rounded styling
of the previous generation gave way to a sharper-edged look. Interior design remained similar
to the Mark IV, with variants in the seat patterns and dashboard trim while retaining the general
dashboard layout of the IV being the primary differences. The Mark V was larger and more
complex than its predecessor, coming just ten inches short of 20 feet 6. The electrical system
and mechanical componentry shared less in common with other Ford products, and was harder
to service than the corresponding equipment on the Mark IV. The was not available at all for
After the model year, the was no longer available in Lincolns sold in California, because it was
not able to be emissions-certified for that state. By contrast, the Continentals were initially
available ONLY with the in the 49 states but around mid-production the became standard and
the optional, except in California. Evidence of a change as early as December is available. The
author of these edits March has a state February 21 Continental Town Car, the price sheet of
which shows the as an option. Marti reports, however, suggest that almost all state Lincoln
buyers chose the after it became optional. The press releases summed it up by calling the '79
Continental "the last traditionally full-sized American car. With an overall length of The Mark V
was the essence of unconstrained American automotive opulence, conceived in a time when
fuel economy and space efficiency were the concerns of lesser cars. Though the styling of the
Mark V was unchanged from '78 to '79, there were some mechanical and engineering
refinements Weight reduction techniques that included use of plastics, high-strength
lightweight steel, thinner glass, and aluminum for such engine parts as the intake manifold and
water pump produced a pound weight reduction [from ], as compared to the pounds
surrendered by the Mark VI models. Even with the weight loss, the Mark V is a huge piece of
machinery, albeit a desirable one in terms of potential value. It is the last of a breed and has
sufficient quality and style to assure eventual classic status It is entirely likely that, in 10 years,
the owners of such cars will discover that they have a piece of collectible automotive
machinery. To drive the Mark V is to be the captain of your own huge, luxurious ship. In an
operational sense, the Mark V is massive, smooth and competent only in boulevard or highway
applications What it was designed to do, it does very well. It isolates the driver and passengers
from the outside world, and when you're driving, it makes you feel - and makes other people
think you are - rich. Even with its rather straight-lined, sharp-edged styling, the car has a certain
rakishness and projects the image of the driver as an elegant rogue. This intangible quality is
exactly what we found lacking in the Mark VI. It has a more formal look - the result of a more
squared-off roof and trunk line - that would tend to make you think of the driver as a successful
accountant The interior produces none of that feeling of decadence. It is light and airy, as
opposed to the cocoon feeling of the Mark V, and has a little too much space-age gadgetry and
undisguised plastic to fit the traditional definitions of luxury. The Continental Mark VI
introduced downsizing to the Mark series alongside the introduction of a four-door sedan
bodystyle. Based on the success of the Mark V, the Mark VI adopted many of the exterior styling
cues of its predecessor, including its oval opera windows, radiator-style grille, "Continental"
spare-tire decklid, hidden headlamps, vertical taillamps, and front fender louvers. The four-door
was distinguished largely by its fenders, opera windows, and decklid; the two-door has a
separate roofline from the two-door Town Car. In place of the previous 7. In place of the LED trip
computer of the Mark V, the Mark VI became one of the first American automobiles to offer a
fully digital instrument panel VFD , pushbutton keyless entry a system still in use on Ford
automobiles , and an overdrive 4-speed automatic transmission. While marketed as a personal
luxury car, the Mark VII sought a role as the technology flagship of Ford Motor Company,
featuring a number of comfort, convenience, and performance options introduced during the s.
The Mark VII was notable for becoming the first vehicle in North America sold with aerodynamic
composite headlights after legislation permitted their sale in the United States; in addition,
electronic 4-channel anti-lock brakes were sold first on the Mark VII November , six months
before the Chevrolet Corvette. In a shift from the full-size segment, the Mark VII was derived
from the Fox platform , becoming a two-door counterpart of the â€” Lincoln Continental sedan.
The Mark VII was closely related to the â€” Ford Thunderbird and Mercury Cougar sharing the
doors, windshield and much of the unibody structure but with a longer wheelbase towards the
rear. Despite its larger footprint, the curb weight of the Mark VIII remained essentially the same
as its predecessor. With its wheelbase stretched to inches only an inch shorter than the much
larger Ford Panther platform , much of the extra interior space was given to the rear seat. In a
major change, the Mark VIII was given independent rear suspension, exclusive in rear-wheel
drive four seat American cars at the time except for the Thunderbird and Cougar. The Mark VIII
received a minor exterior redesign for the model year with a larger grille and exterior lights. The
LSC was the first car from an American automaker to be equipped with HID headlights, and the
to models continued the groundbreaking lighting trend with even larger housings for the HID

system, and an innovative neon third brakelight across the entire rear decklid. For its entire
production run, the Continental Mark series was the most distinguished within the Ford Motor
Company divisional hierarchy positioned above Lincoln. Following the discontinuation of the
Continental Division in July , the vehicles would remain marketed within the Lincoln-Mercury
dealer structure. However, the vehicles themselves were not badged as Lincolns, nor did their
identification plates, VINs, and factory paperwork bear the Lincoln division name. As the
vehicles remained sold, serviced, and marketed by Lincoln-Mercury dealers alongside Lincoln
Continentals, Continental was maintained as a separate marque for the Mark series vehicles,
formally referred to as Continental Mark not Lincoln Continental Mark. As the Continental Mark
series became more popular, the Lincoln name became colloquially affixed although the Lincoln
nameplate did not appear on Continental Mark series vehicles nor did Lincoln Continental Mark
appear in marketing, brochures, advertising and window stickers. The only exception to this
was the referral of the Mark V as a Lincoln Continental Mark V in brochures and advertising only
in preparation for the Continental nameplate to become a sole model series under the Lincoln
brand for However the Lincoln name never appeared on any Continental Mark series vehicle.
Beginning with the model year, all manufacturers were required to use a 17 character VIN-code.
The first three digits is the World Manufacturer Identifier which indicates the country of origin
and make of a vehicle. After the Continental Division was integrated into the Lincoln-Mercury
Division after the model year, its four-point star logo - the "Continental Star" - was brought with
it. As of current production, the emblem in various forms has remained in use on both
Mark-series and Lincoln vehicles since In the early s, Lincoln produced two personal-luxury
concept cars using the Mark Series name. The use of letters to identify different models began
during Ford's acquisition of British luxury marques Jaguar , Aston Martin , and to a lesser
extent Swedish marque Volvo in the Premier Automotive Group. Mechanically based on the â€”
Ford Thunderbird , the Mark X added a power-folding retractable hardtop. Although its
Thunderbird origins were apparent above the window line, much of the Mark X was restyled for
a contemporary and modern appearance rather than the retro styling seen on its Ford
stablemate. In a break from Mark Series tradition, the Continental spare-tire hump on the decklid
was left out of the design of the two concept cars. Another concept car was introduced in ,
called the Lincoln MKR. It was a premium four door fastback sedan based on the Ford Mustang
platform which influenced the design themes of production Lincolns for a number of years.
After the discontinuation of the Blackwood after a single year of production in , Lincoln stayed
out of the pickup truck market for three years. In , the division tried again with the Lincoln Mark
LT. As with the Blackwood, the Mark LT was based on the crew-cab version of the F; a major
change from the Blackwood was the availability of all-wheel drive and the use of a conventional
pickup box. During the s, American luxury brands such as Lincoln lost market share to German
and Japanese brands. As Lincoln and Cadillac began modernizing their lineups during the early
s, they both began to adopt alphanumeric naming schemes used by their competitors. At
Lincoln, this started with the LS, which created some objections by Toyota, the owners of
Lexus. As the LS and the Continental were both discontinued in the mids, the division
introduced a new alphanumeric naming scheme that would partly revive the Mark Series. From
to , all newly introduced Lincolns would wear the "MK" pronounced "emm kay" designation; the
lone exceptions were the Town Car and the Navigator. However, for Lincoln discontinued the
MKS and brought back the Continental name for its all-new flagship sedan. Since then Lincoln
has brought back names for successive model replacements. Additional Marks were used by
other characters later on including J. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. See
also: Continental Mark II. See also: Lincoln Continental Mark V. See also: Lincoln MK9. See also:
Lincoln Mark LT. Walker , known for his contribution to the development of the original Ford
Thunderbird , was Vice-President in charge of Styling at Ford during this time. Elwood Engel ,
famous for being lead designer of generation four of the Lincoln Continental and for his work as
chief designer at Chrysler in the s, was Staff Stylist and consequently roamed all of the design
studios at Ford during this period, and worked very closely with John Najjar in developing not
only the , but also the update. After John Najjar was relieved of his responsibilities as Chief
Stylist of Lincoln in he became Engel's executive assistant, and the two worked closely together
in the "stiletto studio" in developing the fourth generation Lincoln Continental, which won an
award for its superlative styling. Don Delarossa, who succeeded Najjar as Chief Stylist of
Lincoln, was responsible for the update, and went on to become chief designer at Chrysler in
the s. It was his Ford La Tosca concept car, with its oval overlaid with an "X" theme, that gave
the "slant eyed monster" nickname to the Mark III front end. Perhaps most ironically of all, L.
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Pickup truck. Mark LT. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1.
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Two owner car that has live With thousands spen
Just arrived Estate car owned and driven with the utmost of care. Refine Search? Also be sure
to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by
a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has
new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom
center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment
includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation,
Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is
stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since
new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents,
including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
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business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. This
ride is in amazing shape, undergone our 64 point inspection, and is ready for a new home in
your driveway. Puzzled by our exceptionally low pricing? Don't be. The objective is to build
sales through volume pricing and our ability All prices do not include taxes, estimated tax fees,
dealer documentary fee, certification costs, reconditioning costs and any installed equipment.
Soon to be a real collector car. Where Power Performance and Luxury are blended together.
This was Assembled with the most discerning driver in mind. Lincoln prioritized practicality,
efficiency, and style by including: power trunk closing assist, a built-in garage door transmitter,
and leather upholstery. Convenience Features Driver vanity mirror Tilt steering wheel Automatic
temperature control Power windows Air conditioning Garage door transmitter Passenger vanity
mirror Remote keyless entry Speed control Power trunk closing assist West Coast Classics are
proud to present an absolutely stunning and exceptional example of this original southern
California one owner car since new until late last year Lincoln Mark VIII 4. Thank you for your
interest in one of Island Hyundai's online offerings. Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price
lowest first. Autozin Lincoln Lincoln mark viii. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price
lowest first. On page 20 40 Doylestown, PA. Make offer. Eden Isle, AR. Cocoa, FL. Glendora, CA.
Springfield, MO. Lauderdale, FL. Kennesaw, GA. Simpsonville, SC. Santa Barbara, CA. Macomb,
IL. Lincoln mark viii. Lincoln Mark viii Nationwide Price Comparison. Lincoln Mark viii in Top
Cities. Refine your search. Mark Viii. Automatic 8. Gasoline 8. Collectors Edition. Popular
Similar Cars. Google Ads. Refine search. The only negative I see with this car is the paint on the
front engine hood. New front bumper - Terminator Bumper from Temple performance parts. New
upgraded Collectors Edition steering wheel with wood upper and lower. New rear glass
replaced. Two special interiors were offered a two tone graphite interior and a two tone prairie

tan interior. Interesting, though all other lsc's featured euro-perforated interior, the collectors
editions hides were solid with no micro holes in the seating area. Possibly, the seating materials
were made up early in the decision making process when the collector's edition was planned to
be a base model. Collector's edition was spelled out in gold on an inset in the unique body side
molding and in delicate gold leaf on the wood door insets. The grill emblem was gold plated as
was all the lettering on the taillight lens. Black plastic continental stars were inset onto the
standard chrome lsc wheel center caps. The collector's edition got a special leather steering
wheel with genuine walnut inserts. This steering wheel is reportedly, the same one used in the
new jaguar. Instead of a leather covered shift lever, the shift lever is polished wood. All the
wood inserts in the collector's edition is of a higher gloss finish than on the standard lsc
models. The floor mats were color keyed to the interior and have collector's edition script
stitched into them, instead of the usual lsc or mark viii. Floor mats were only available for the
front. This was never mentioned in any announcements or literature. Instead of chrome door
latches as on all the other mark viii's the door latches were painted black. Possibly this was a
cost cutting measure by ford, as was the deletion of the plastic generator cover in that was
standard in Black plastic continental stars were inset onto Physical walk-arounds are available
on all cars. This car is in excellent condition inside and out. This is the collector's edition
exterior trim, floor mats, gold ''collector's edition'' exterior badging, gold ''collector's edition''
int. Badging, gold badging, wood shift knob, and wood steering wheel , preferred equipment
package a 3. Don't wait, nice vehicles don't last long! Family owned since Don't wait, nice
vehicles don't last long. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. For more information go to Lincoln
Mark VIII parts are notably powerful and capable thereby making the vehicle renowned for its
qualities. A large number of different cars under the fleet of the Ford family have worn the Mark
moniker for almost half a century of its stay in the ever-growing automobile business. These
cars have noticeably large and powerful engines that lavishly dominate the best level of its
performance. Since the beginning of production of the Mark series, Lincoln designers and
engineers have designed them to pique the interests of automobile connoisseurs basically
because of the vehicles' touch and taste of a "personal luxury car". It looks sleek with an
aerodynamic design and engineering that boasts of strength and sturdiness. It also features a
unibody construction with a high-strength roof capable to withstanding 5, lbs of force. Weighing
3, lbs and with a wheelbase of inches, the Mark VIII beat its predecessors in terms of size, but is
actually lighter in weight. It is powered by a 4. It also features an all-independent air-spring
suspension with speed-variable power steering and optional traction assist. Being a touring
coupe, the Mark VII offers excellent performance on the road. It delivered favorable results in
speed tests with a record of mph time in 6. Always check engine oil levels and, as much as
possible, maintain at least half a tank to avoid wearing out the fuel pump. Have an oil and oil
filter change every 10, miles or once a year, whichever comes first. Make sure you use the
correct grade oil and do not exceed the maximum recommended level. Inspecting the tires is
the most basic maintenance task that you should do, and this is true for any kind of car make
and model. Check the tire pressure every week and make sure that the tread depth does not
exceed 1. Watch out for wear patterns since these may be a sign of suspension problems or
abnormal wheel alignment. If you feel any vibration while driving, it's a sign that the tires may
have to be rebalanced. Have the tires rotated every 8, miles or every six months. The power
steering system and transmission system are dependent on proper lubrication in order for them
to function properly. Keeping them in good shape is essential in having optimum steering,
shifting and handling capabilities. Always check the fluids in their respective reservoir and
ensure that they are filled to capacity, but never overfilled. Also, keep on checking the condition
of the fluids. Make sure they are clean and clear, not burnt and filled with debris. Keeping tabs
of the suspension system ensures safety and comfort. Always look out for signs of wear or
damage in the suspension components, which are the shock absorbers and linkages under the
body. When the steering wheel vibrates or when the vehicle nose dives while braking, then
there might be an underlying problem with the system. Also, check for fluid leaks in the shock
absorbers from time to time. Having a healthy brake system is essential in keeping you and
your passengers safe. Watch out for any squealing, grinding or abnormal vibrating as they are
signs of damage and that some parts might need to be replaced. Always ensure that the brake
fluid levels are full and that the fluid is clean, clear and free of debris. We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Refine
by:. See All. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: RF Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : 3 in. OD; 1. Page 1
of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Dec 21, Works as advertised. Included everything needed. Could
have better instructions. Alejandro Amor. Purchased on Dec 04, Replacement Direct Fit Horn -

Tone. Nov 26, Horns will work. OEM style horn looks like it will work. Duane Wong. Purchased
on Nov 25, Oct 21, I will recommend it. Purchased on Oct 07, All Marks are style leaders. Along
with the style they flaunt of is the use of the best technology Ford could provide this line. And in
fact, the Mark series has remained true and faithful to Edsel Ford's original vision of a distinct
and distinguished model line that is entirely based on the perfect matches of elevated quality,
style, and performance. Lincoln Mark VIII represents the interrelationship of driver-pampering
luxury and the potent sport coupe road prowess. True to its heritage, Lincoln Mark VIII, since its
introduction in has continued the legendary plush, landed-gentry refinement, and the
highway-gobbling engine capability and efficiency. Through the years, Lincoln Mark VIII has
hosted a lot of innovative features from the improved lighting system, aluminum hood, enlarged
grille, modified exhaust tips, front and rear fascias, quarter panels, tire humps, and the new
hues that have been added to its color chart so the buyer could specifically choose which color
is more preferred. Moreover, the series' interior has also been redesigned with highly-advanced
equipments and gadgets to match well with the luxurious concept it projects. No wonder it
shows in the performance. Everytime you need top-performance and top-caliber Lincoln Mark
VIII parts, you can resort to consult easy-to-navigate online sit
ge range wiring diagram
bimmerfest forum
1500 watt amp wiring kit
es and get to experience the satisfaction an online transaction provides. The luxury
sport-coupe market always boosts Lincoln Mark VIII parts' performance and practicability as the
elegant styling statement and its sport-performance capabilities enable the vehicle to top its
line. Helpful Automotive Resources. Over , Ford Vehicles Recalled for Suspension Issues
According to the automaker, the toe link fracture may occur if a vehicle often experiences
jounce and rebound while the car is running. This increases the risk of a crash, especially for
those who are driving over harsh road conditions. Among the models affected by the recall is
the Ford. Over , Ford, Lincoln Cars Recalled The issue tied to the first recall can possibly cause
car doors not to close or suddenly open while driving, increasing the risk of accidents or injury.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

